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ceased to pay the blind welfare grant direct to local voluntary
agencies. This was included in the block grant to local
authorities, whose contributions to voluntary agencies were
now fixed in agreement with the minister. Many seized this
opportunity to take over the voluntary association's work of
registration and visitation. An increasing number made
declarations transforming the public assistance committee's
domiciliary relief of blind persons into domiciliary assistance
by a blind persons' welfare committee, although there was
astonishing discrepancy in the various scales to which the
minister agreed. Some elected to relieve their public assistance
committee of the distribution of relief also for blind persons'
dependants, converting the home teacher into a cheap sub-
stitute for the relieving officer.
Thus a system of relief was created which was as much
outside the poor-law as was the old-age pension or any of the
social insurances. It was indeed even more outside the poor-
law; it was so far removed from it that in this field no ground
was now left for a public assistance committee to supplement a
blind person's income.
It is therefore only by an unjustifiable anachronism that
some local authorities try to divest themselves of their respon-
sibility for making adequate provision for the blind by appeal-
ing through the local voluntary association for the cast-off
clothing of the charitable. A begging blind-association is as
out-of-date as a blind beggar.
vi.   Reproduction.
' Let us make relief in cases where there are a number of
children, a matter of right and honour, instead of a ground
for opprobrium and contempt/ said William Pitt in the House
of Commons in 1795. Yet only three years later the Reverend
Robert Malthus began to call attention to the ills that flow
from improvident procreation, when he published his little
Essay on the principle of population as it affects the future

